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Link Analysis

• PageRank (Page and Brin), HITS (Kleimberg), TrustRank 
(Gyongy, Garcia-Molina, and Pedersen)

By analysing how pages link to each other, determine 
what a page is about and whether that page is deemed 
to be “relevant” ( does it deserve a ranking boost?)

topological analysis only!
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Boosting PageRank: 
Link farms and the SEO/Search Engine “war”

Can I combact spam 
by detecting the topology  of the “promoting community”?

the boosted page

Gori&Witten, 
“The bubble of  Web visibility”, CACM (2005)
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Link farms cannot be detected

random surfer will necessarily be forced to teleport away. Thus, you should
add a link out of state 4 in Figure 5.2b, as shown in Figure 5.2c.

These strategies only affect the structure of your own website, the one you
are trying to boost. You can implement them without having control of any
external site. Another way of increasing ranking is to attract as many incom-
ing links as possible. Each external link increases the overall rank of your site.
This, of course, is the fundamental insight of PageRank: links are a sign that
your site is well established, contains relevant information, and is sufficiently
valued by others to be worth referring to. Suppose you control a site elsewhere
from which you can send links to your own pages, the target community. The
best way to manage this, from the point of view of maximizing visibility, is to
create a site designed specifically to promote PageRank, often called a “link
farm.” This is illustrated in Figure 5.3, where each page in the promoting com-
munity sends a link to the target community. Of course, you should design the
promotion community with the preceding rules in mind.

Other tricks can be used to boost pages in the eyes of the HITS scheme for
hub/authority ranking. You can easily construct a highly ranked hub simply by
sending many outbound links to sites that are known to have high authority—
for instance, cnn.com or www.sony.com. To create a highly ranked authority,
you need to engineer links to it from several good hubs. So, create many arti-
ficial good hubs using the previous method, and link these to the target, which
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Community

Target Community

Figure 5.3 A link farm.
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Bianchini, Gori, Scarselli, ACM-
TOIT, 2005 “Inside PageRank”

spam is independent 
of the topology of the 
promoting community!

Link analysis 
is not enough!
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Do I trust links?

No, I don’t trust it, I need 
an attribute!

attribute?

Learning in 
hyperlinked environments

looks for methods to discover 
appropriate attributes for links

(categorical or numerical)
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Diffusion Learning
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Diffusion machines
init: same rank

stationary distribution

94 • M. Bianchini et al.

the way different Web communities interact each other and to disclose some
secrets for promotion of Web pages. In particular, it is pointed out that the
energy of a given target community can be driven by a “promoting com-
munity” so as to grow linearly with the number of its pages. This property
holds regardless of the structure of the promoting community, which makes
it very hard its detection. In the next section, PageRank is briefly reviewed,
while in Section 1.2 the most important results established in the article are
summarized.

1.1 PageRank

The basic idea of PageRank is that of introducing a notion of page authority,
which is independent of the page content. Such an authority measure only
emerges from the topological structure of the Web. In PageRank, the authority
reminds the notion of citation in the scientific literature. In particular, the
authority of a page p depends on the number of incoming hyperlinks (number
of citations) and on the authority of the page q which cites p with a forward
link. Moreover, selective citations from q to p are assumed to provide more
contribution to the score of p than uniform citations. Hence, PageRank xp of
p is computed by taking into account the set of pages pa[p] pointing to p.
According to Brin and Page [1998]:

xp = d
∑

q∈pa[p]

xq

hq
+ (1 − d ) . (1)

Here d ∈ (0, 1) is a DUMPING FACTOR and hq is the OUTDEGREE of q, that is the
number of hyperlinks outcoming from q. When stacking all the xp into a vector
x , we get

x = dWx + (1 − d )1IN , (2)

where 1IN = [1, . . . , 1]′ and W = {wi, j }—the TRANSITION MATRIX—is such that
wi, j = 1/h j if there is a hyperlink from j to i and wi, j = 0, otherwise. Thus, W
is a nonnull matrix, where each column either sums to 1 or to 0. More precisely,
the j th column W j is null if page j does not contain hyperlinks. Otherwise, W j
can be constructed by the normalization of the j th row of the Web adjacency
matrix.

Brin and Page [1998] report a simple iterative algorithm based on Eq. (1).
They introduce the PageRank dynamics

x (t) = dWx (t − 1) + (1 − d )1IN . (3)

It can easily be proven (see Section 2.2) that the system is stable and that the
sequence {x (t)} always converges to the stationary solution of the linear sys-
tem (2), provided that d < 1. Actually, the method used by Google and defined
by Eq. (3) is just the Jacobi algorithm for solving linear systems (see Golub and
Van Loan [1993, pp. 506–509]).

ACM Transactions on Internet Technology, Vol. 5, No. 1, February 2005.
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PageRank: A noticeable example

Social nets
random walk

the efficiency issue
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Figure 2: A web of good (white) and bad (black) nodes.

form is:

r= ! ·T · r+(1!!) · 1
N

·1N .

Hence, the score of some page p is a sum of two compo-

nents: one part of the score comes from pages that point

to p, and the other (static) part of the score is equal for all

web pages.

PageRank scores can be computed iteratively, for in-

stance, by applying the Jacobi method [3]. While in a

strict mathematical sense, iterations should be run to con-

vergence, it is more common to use only a fixed number of

M iterations in practice.

It is important to note that while the regular PageRank

algorithm assigns the same static score to each page, a bi-

ased PageRank version may break this rule. In the matrix

equation

r= ! ·T · r+(1!!) ·d,
vector d is a static score distribution vector of arbitrary,

non-negative entries summing up to one. Vector d can be

used to assign a non-zero static score to a set of special

pages only; the score of such special pages is then spread

during the iterations to the pages they point to.

3 Assessing Trust

3.1 Oracle and Trust Functions

As discussed in Section 1, determining if a page is spam

is subjective and requires human evaluation. We formalize

the notion of a human checking a page for spam by a binary

oracle function O over all pages p " V:

O(p) =

!
0 if p is bad,

1 if p is good.

Figure 2 represents a small seven-page web where good

pages are shown as white, and bad pages as black. For this

example, calling the oracle on pages 1 through 4 would

yield the return value of 1.

Oracle invocations are expensive and time consuming.

Thus, we obviously do not want to call the oracle function

for all pages. Instead, our objective is to be selective, i.e.,

to ask a human expert to evaluate only some of the web

pages.

To discover good pages without invoking the oracle

function on the entire web, we will rely on an important

empirical observation we call the approximate isolation of

the good set: good pages seldom point to bad ones. This

notion is fairly intuitive—bad pages are built to mislead

search engines, not to provide useful information. There-

fore, people creating good pages have little reason to point

to bad pages.

However, the creators of good pages can sometimes be

“tricked,” so we do find some good-to-bad links on the web.

(In Figure 2 we show one such good-to-bad link, from page

4 to page 5, marked with an asterisk.) Consider the fol-

lowing example. Given a good, but unmoderated message

board, spammers may include URLs to their spam pages as

part of the seemingly innocent messages they post. Con-

sequently, good pages of the message board would link to

bad pages. Also, sometimes spam sites offer what is called

a honey pot: a set of pages that provide some useful re-

source (e.g., copies of some Unix documentation pages),

but that also have hidden links to their spam pages. The

honey pot then attracts people to point to it, boosting the

ranking of the spam pages.

Note that the converse to approximate isolation does not

necessarily hold: spam pages can, and in fact often do, link

to good pages. For instance, creators of spam pages point to

important good pages either to create a honey pot, or hop-

ing that many good outlinks would boost their hub-score-

based ranking [10].

To evaluate pages without relying onO, we will estimate
the likelihood that a given page p is good. More formally,

we define a trust function T that yields a range of values

between 0 (bad) and 1 (good). Ideally, for any page p, T(p)
should give us the probability that p is good:

Ideal Trust Property

T(p) = Pr[O(p) = 1].

To illustrate, let us consider a set of 100 pages and say

that the trust score of each of these pages happens to be 0.7.
Let us suppose that we also evaluate all the 100 pages with

the oracle function. Then, if Tworks properly, for 70 of the
pages the oracle score should be 1, and for the remaining

30 pages the oracle score should be 0.

In practice, it is very hard to come up with a function

T with the previous property. However, even if T does not
accurately measure the likelihood that a page is good, it

would still be useful if the function could at least help us

order pages by their likelihood of being good. That is, if we

are given a pair of pages p and q, and p has a lower trust

score than q, then this should indicate that p is less likely

to be good than q. Such a function would at least be useful

in ordering search results, giving preference to pages more

likely to be good. More formally, then, a desirable property

for the trust function is:

578

function TrustRank
input

T transition matrix

N number of pages

L limit of oracle invocations

!B decay factor for biased PageRank

MB number of biased PageRank iterations

output

t! TrustRank scores

begin

// evaluate seed-desirability of pages

(1) s= SelectSeed(. . .)
// generate corresponding ordering

(2) "= Rank({1, . . . ,N},s)
// select good seeds

(3) d= 0N
for i= 1 to L do

if O("(i)) == 1 then

d("(i)) = 1

// normalize static score distribution vector

(4) d= d/|d|
// compute TrustRank scores

(5) t! = d
for i= 1 toMB do

t! = !B ·T · t! +(1"!B) ·d
return t!

end

Figure 5: The TrustRank algorithm.

tage is important since substantial effort has been spent on

making PakeRank computations efficient with very large

data sets (for instance, see [5, 8]).

4.3 The TrustRank Algorithm

Function TrustRank, shown in Figure 5, computes trust
scores for a web graph. We explain the algorithm by walk-

ing through its execution on Figure 2.

The input to the algorithm is the graph (the transition

matrix T and the number N of web pages) and parameters

that control execution (L, MB, !B, see below).

As a first step, the algorithm calls function SelectSeed,
which returns a vector s. The entry s(p) in this vector gives
the “desirability” of page p as a seed page. (Please refer to

Section 5 for details.) As we will see in Section 5.1, one

version of SelectSeed returns the following vector on the
example of Figure 2:

s=
!
0.08, 0.13, 0.08, 0.10, 0.09, 0.06, 0.02

"
.

In step (2) function Rank(x,s) generates a permutation x#
of the vector x, with elements x#(i) in decreasing order of
s(x#(i)). In other words, Rank reorders the elements of x
in decreasing order of their s-scores. For our example, we

get:

"=
!
2, 4, 5, 1, 3, 6, 7

"
.

That is, page 2 is the most desirable seed page, followed by

page 4, and so on.

Step (3) invokes the oracle function on the L most desir-

able seed pages. The entries of the static score distribution

vector d that correspond to good seed pages are set to 1.

Step (4) normalizes vector d so that its entries sum up

to 1. Assuming that L = 3, the seed set is {2,4,5}. Pages
2 and 4 are the good seeds, and we get the following static

score distribution vector for our example:

d=
!
0, 1

2
, 0, 1

2
, 0, 0, 0

"
,

Finally, step (5) evaluates TrustRank scores using a biased

PageRank computation with d replacing the uniform distri-

bution. Note that step (5) implements a particular version

of trust dampening and splitting: in each iteration, the trust

score of a node is split among its neighbors and dampened

by a factor !B.

Assuming that !B = 0.85 and MB = 20, the algorithm

computes the following result:

t! =
!
0, 0.18, 0.12, 0.15, 0.13, 0.05, 0.05

"
.

Notice that because of the way we iteratively propagate

trust scores, the good seed pages (namely, 2 and 4) no

longer have a score of 1. However, they still have the

highest scores. Also notice that good seed page 4 has a

lower score than good seed page 2. This is due to the link

structure in this example: page 2 has an inlink from a high

scoring page (page 3), while page 4 does not. Thus, our

TrustRank algorithm “refines” the original scores given by

the oracle, determining that there is even more evidence

that page 2 is good as compared to 4. If desired, one can

normalize the resulting vector by dividing all scores by the

highest score (making the score of page 2 equal to one), but

this operation does not change the relative ordering of the

pages.

We see in this example that the TrustRank algorithm

usually gives good pages a higher score. In particular, three

of the four good pages (namely, pages 2, 3, and 4) got high

scores and two of the three bad pages (pages 6 and 7) got

low scores. However, the algorithm failed to assign pages

1 and 5 adequate scores. Page 1 was not among the seeds,

and it did not have any inlinks through which to accumu-

late score, so its score remained at 0. All good unreferenced

web pages receive a similar treatment, unless they are se-

lected as seeds. Bad page 5 received a high score because

it is the direct target of one of the rare good-to-bad links.

As we will see in Section 6, in spite of errors like these,

on a real web graph the TrustRank algorithm is still able to

correctly identify a significant number of good pages.

5 Selecting Seeds

The goal of function SelectSeed is to identify desirable
pages for the seed set. That is, we would like to find pages

581

Invoke the “oracle”

propagate from “good” pages 
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Diffusion Learning machines

flip the color, please

the parameters attached to the links/
nodes affect the diffusion process
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Learning to Rank Web Pages

for pages and edges represent the hyperlinks (Figure 1-C). The web connectivity can be exploited,

along with page contents, for several purposes, e.g. classifying the pages into a set of topics.

H

N

HO

HO

OH

A B

www.ing.unisi.it www.ing.unisi.it/people

www.ing.unisi.it/~franco

www.ing.unisi.it/~marco

www.uow.edu.au/~markus

www.uow.edu.au/~act

C

Figure 1: Some applications where the information is represented by graphs: A is a chemical

compound (adrenaline); B an image; and C a subset of the web.

Traditional applications cope with graph structured data by engaging a preprocessing phase

which map the graph structured information to a simpler representation, e.g. vectors of reals.

However, important information, e.g., the topological dependency of information on node n may

be lost during the preprocessing stage and the final result may depend, in an unpredictable man-

ner, on the details of the preprocessing algorithm. More recently, there are various approaches

[1, 2] attempting to preserve the graph structured nature of the data for as long as required be-

fore processing the data. In other words, these approaches attempt to avoid the preprocessing

step of “squashing” the graph structured data into a vector of reals first, and to deal with the pre-

processed data using a list based data processing technique, rather than paying special attention

3

we put supervision on “some pages” and ask inference on the rest ... 
this is based on a learning machine that attaches attributes to links (trust)

Set a supervision value (topology & content)

Rank? absolute

relative
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Deeper Inside Diffusion ...
and Learning

• Diffusion machines to compute functions 
on graphs

• Variational approach: machines induced by 
target tracking and regularization



ANAW-2006, Pisa, February, 2006

Re-foundation of Calculus
(see e.g. A. Bensoussan & J.-L. Menaldi)

• Notions of boundary, Hilbert space of functions, 
norms & semi-norms (Sobolev spaces)

• Extentions of differential operators ... Green’s 
formula

• Variational problems, Harmonic functions, 
Dirichlet & Neumann’ problems

• Relationships with random walk 

Difference Equations on Weighted Graphs (with A. 
Bensoussan).  (Journal of Convex Analysis (Special issue in 
honor of Claude LeMarechal), 12 (2005), pp. 13-44.)
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3 A new neural network model

The intuitive idea underlining the proposed approach is that nodes in a graph represent objects

or concepts and edges represent their relationships. Thus, we can attach to each node n a vector

xn ! IRs, called state, which collects a representation of the object denoted by n 4. In order

to define xn, we observe that the related nodes are connected by edges. Thus, xn is naturally

specified using the information contained in the neighborhood of n, which includes the label of

n, the labels of the edges which are connected to n, and the states and the labels of the nodes on

the neighborhood of n, respectively (see Figure 2).

l4

l3
l1

l5

l6

l2

l8

l7

x3

x4

x5

x6

x8
x2

x7

x1

l (4,5)

l (6,8)

l (6,7)

x2 x3 x4 x6l1 (1,2), l , (3,1)l , l (1,4) ,l (6,1)

co[1]l ne[n]l

l2 l3 l4 l6

(3,1)d(1,2)d d(1,4) d(6,1)

u

l (6,1)

l (5,7)

l (5,6)

l (3,1)

(1,4)

l (1,2)

= (fw , , , ,x1

ne[1]x

, , , , ,0 ,1,0 ,1)

Figure 2: The state x1 depends on the neighborhood information.

More precisely, let fw be a parametric transition function that expresses the dependence of a

node on its neighborhood. The states xn are defined as the solution of the following system of

equations

xn = fw(llln, xne[n], lllco[n], lllne[n]), n ! N (1)

where llln, lllco[n], xne[n], lllne[n] are the label of n, the labels of its edges, the states and the labels of

4More precisely, xn should collect all the information which is relevant for deciding the output h(G, n) in

correspondence of n.

9

Local computation

the neighbor of node 1

Harmolodic Functions

coding the direction
parametric dependence

the nodes in the neighborhood of n respectively.

Remark 3 The data contained in the parameters of fw may depend on the particular application

and the specialized definition of the concept of neighborhood. For example, one may want to

remove the labels lllne[n], since they include information that is implicitly contained also in the

statesxne[n]. As another example, the neighborhood could contain not only the directly connected

objects but also the nodes that are two or more links distant from n. In practice, the selection of

data to be included in the neighborhood may affect the efficiency and computational capabilities

of the model. In the following, our discussion will mainly be based on the canonical form defined

by Eq. (1): more details will be given when the presented results depend on this choice.

Remark 4 Equation (1) is customized for undirected graphs. When dealing with directed graphs,

the function f must directly receive in input the versus of each processed arcs, since such an

information is not available elsewhere. For example, f may take in input a parameter d! for

each arc ! ∈ co[n] such that d! = 1, if ! is directed toward n and d! = 0, if ! comes from n

(see Figure 2). In the following sections, in order to keep the notations simple, we maintain the

customization of Eq. (1). However, unless explicitly stated, all the results hold also for directed

graphs and mixed undirected and directed graphs.

For each node n, an output vector on ∈ IRm is also defined which depends on the state xn and

label llln. The dependence is described by a parametric output function gw

on = gw(xn, llln), n ∈ N . (2)

Notice that, in order to ensure that xn is correctly defined, system (1) must have a unique

solution. In general, the number and the existence of solutions depend on fw. Here, we assume

that fw is appropriately designed so that the solution is unique. Let x and lll be respectively the

vectors constructed by stacking all the states and all the labels and let lllIN be the vectors containing

the node labels. Then, Equations (1) and (2) can be written as:

x = Fw(x, lll)

o = Gw(x, lllN )
(3)
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!"#$%& ' The data contained in the parameters of fw may depend on the particular application and the

specialized definition of the concept of neighborhood. For example, one may want to remove the labels

lne[n], since they include information that is implicitly contained also in the states xne[n]. As another

example, the neighborhood could contain not only the directly connected objects but also the nodes that

are two or more links distant from n. In the limiting case, the neighborhood could be even independent

from the graph connectivity: this may happen because the neighborhood ne[n] defines which nodes can be

useful to obtain the representation of n, whereas edges may represent other kinds of information. In the

following, our discussion will mainly be based on the canonical form defined by Eq. (1): more details will

be given when the presented results depend on this choice.

!"#$%& ( Equation (1) is customized for undirected graphs. lfrom[n], lto[n] and similarly, xne[n], lne[n]

by xch[n], xpa[n], and lch[n] lpa[n], respectively. When dealing with directed graphs, the function f must

directly receive in input the versus of each processed arcs, since such an information is not available

elsewhere. For example, f may take in input a parameter d! for each arc ! ! co[n] such that d! = 1, if ! is
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neighbour a random position, system (1) can also process non–positional graphs. However, this

transformation may inject noise into the dataset due to the random assignment. More generally,

since the number of inputs of fw is not fixed, but depends on the number of neighbors of each

node, the implementation of fw may be difficult, particularly when the degree of node connec-

tivity undergoes large changes [18]. For this reason, it may be useful to replace Equation (1)

with

xn =
!

u!ne[n]

hw(llln, lll(n,u), xu, lllu), n ! N (5)

The intuitive idea underlining Eq. (5) consists of computing the state xn by the summing a set of

“contributions”. Each contribution is generated considering only one node in the neighborhood

of n. System (5) can also be applied on positional graphs provided that the parameters of hw are

extended including the position of each neighbour 6. A similar approach was already used with

success in recursive neural networks [18, 7].

In order to implement the model formally defined by Equations (1) and (2), the following

items must be provided:

(1) A method to solve Eq. (1);

(2) A learning algorithm to adapt fw and gw by examples from the training data set
7;

(3) An implementation of fw and gw for which gw is a contraction mapping.

These aspects will be considered in turn in the following subsections.

3.1 Computing the states

Banach Fixed Point theorem does not only provide a sufficient condition to ensure the existence

of a solution for a system of equations, but it also suggests a simple algorithm to compute its fixed

6More practically, hw can directly take in input the feature represented by the position. In the example of the

RAG ( Figure 1-B), the parameters may include a variable, for each neighbour region, stating whether the region is

on the left w.r.t. n, or below n and so on.
7In other words, the parametersw are estimated from the training data set.

12

Something familiar ...
Poisson equation
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Figure 2: The variable x1 depends on the information in the neighborhood of node 1.

!(G, n) = gw(xn, ln) is referred to as a harmolodic function 2. The class of harmolodic functions on D
will be denoted by H(D).

Notice that Eq. (2) makes it possible to process both positional and non–positional graphs. For posi-

tional graphs, fw must receive as input also the positions of the neighbors. This can be easily achieved

sorting the information in xne[n], lco[n], lne[n] according to the neighbor position and padding with null

values positions corresponding to non–existing neighbors. For non-positional graphs it is convenient to

replace function fw of eq. (2) with

xn =
!

u!ne[n]

hw(ln, l(n,u),xu, lu), n ! N . (3)

Notice that this canonical form can also be used for positional graphs provided that the parameters of

hw are extended with the position of each neighbor, that is xn =
"

u!ne[n] hw(ln, l(n,u),xu, lu, "n(u)).
However, since the contributions to xn are accumulated independently of the neighbor position, eq. 3

is referred to as the non-positional canonical form and, conversely, eq. 2 is referred to as the positional

canonical form.

Let us consider the linearity of hw in Eq. (3)

hw(ln, l(n,u),xu, lu) = An,uxu + bn . (4)

2The name is inspired by the harmolodic philosophy that is behind Jazz music of saxophonist Ornette Coleman

6

Here the parameter w
.= {A, b}, where b = [b1, . . . , b|N|], bn ! IRs and A is a block matrix {Ān,u},

with Ān,u = An,u if u is a neighbor of n and Ān,u = 0, otherwise, being An,u ! IRs!s any single block.

According to the harmolodic assumption, hw must be a contraction, that in this case can be guaranteed

provided that the following property !(A) < 1 holds for the spectral radius of A. A remarkable case of

linearity arises when xn ! IR and A is a stochastic matrix, which yields

Lx = b (5)

where L = I "A is the Laplacian operator andA turns out to be the adjacency matrix of the graph. Since

A is a stochastic matrix, !(A) = 1 and the contraction of the corresponding map does not derive from
Banach’s Theorem. However, it is known that Poisson’s equation 5 admits the unique solution in the full

graph A [13]

x(u) =
!

A
G(u, v) b(v)

where the Green function G(u, v) is

G(u, v) =
|N|"1"

j=1

1
"j

#j(u)#j(v)

and "j , #j are the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian operator L. On passing, we notice
that if 0 < d < 1, matrix A is replaced with dA, and b = 1! then x turns out to be rank of the nodes

according to the PageRank algorithm [61]. If function gw is simply the identity, the solution of the Pois-

son’s equation is a harmolodic function, that in the special case of b = 0 becomes harmonic. Moreover,
we notice that eq. 5 is a stationary solution of the heat diffusion equation

$x(t)
$t

= %Lx(t) + & (6)

where bn = " !n
"n
. The case & = 0 means that there are no labels, which corresponds to the absence of

thermal sources in the heat diffusion equations. In that case the equation gives rise to the definition of

diffusion kernel [22, 52].

The diffusion equation 6 can be naturally extended to the case of a general function hw by introducing

the harmolodic operator

L(hw) x = x "
"

u#ne[n]

hw(ln, l(n,u),xu, lu) (7)

which offers a straightforward way of expressing the auxiliary variable x of any harmolodic function by

means of L(hw) x = 0.

"#!$%&%'$ ( The differential equation

$x(t)
$t

= L(hw) x(t) (8)

along with the output function gw is referred to as a Diffusion Learning Machine (DLM).
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Unfolding Equivance

An example of construction of the unfolding tree is shown in Fig. 3. Unfolding trees naturally induces

an equivalence relationship on the nodes ofG.

!"!#$%$&# ' UNFOLDING EQUIVALENCE

Let G = (N ,E) be an undirected graph. The nodes n, u ! N are said to be unfolding equivalent, and

we use the notation n " u, if Tn = T u.

For example, Fig. 3 shows a graph with two unfolding non–equivalent nodes, two unfolding equiv-

alent nodes, and their respective unfolding trees of depth 3. Non–equivalent nodes can be immediately
distinguished at the first level of the trees, since they have a different number of children.
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Figure 3: A graph with two unfolding equivalent nodes and two unfolding non–equivalent nodes. Their

unfolding trees of depth 3 are also displayed.

Functions that do not distinguish nodes which are unfolding equivalent are said to preserve the unfold-

ing equivalence.

!"!#$%$&# 8 FUNCTIONS PRESERVING THE UNFOLDING EQUIVALENCE

A function l : D # IRm is said to preserve the unfolding equivalence on D, if

n " u implies l(G, n) = l(G, u)

The class of functions that preserve the unfolding equivalence on D is denoted by F(D) and is referred to
as the class of unfolding equivalence functions.

For example, let us apply a given function l : D # IRm to the graph in Fig. 3. If l preserves the

unfolding equivalence, then l is constrained to produces the same output for the two nodes n1, n2 having

label a, i.e. l(G, n1) = l(G, n2).

14

“Graph fibrations, graph isomorphism, and PageRank,” Boldi et al 
unfolding equivalence is equivalent to fibration prime graph 
... crucial for the isomorphism problem!
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are assumed to be connected: there is a path connecting any pair of nodes. Both the two versions

of GNNs, based on Eq. (1) and Eq. (5), respectively, are studied.

In order to discuss the results, few new concepts must be formally defined. An unfolding tree

T d
n is the graph that is constructed by unfoldingG up to the depth d, using n as the starting point

(see Fig. 6).

Definition 1 An unfolding tree having depth d of a node n is

T d
n =

!

"

#

mkTree(llln) if d = 1

mkTree(llln, lllne[n], T
d!1
ne[n]) if d > 1

where T d!1
ne[n] is the set of the unfolding trees having depth d ! 1 of the neighbours of n and the

operator mkTree constructs a tree from the label of the root, the labels of the edges connecting

the root to its children and the set of the sub–trees 12.

Unfolding trees naturally induces an equivalence relationship on nodes.

Definition 2 Two nodes n, u are said to be unfolding equivalent n " u, if T d
n = T d

u for each

d # 1.

For example, Fig. 6 shows a graph with two non–equivalent nodes, two equivalent nodes and

their respective unfolding trees. Non–equivalent nodes can be immediately distinguished at the

first level of the trees, because they have a different number of children.

Functions that do not distinguish nodes which are unfolding equivalent are said to preserve

the unfolding equivalence.

Definition 3 A function l : G $ N % IRm is said to preserve the unfolding equivalence on G, if

n " u implies l(G, n) = l(G, u), for any nodes n, u of nG. The set of functions that preserve the

unfolding equivalence on G will be denoted by F(G).

12If no sub–tree is given, the constructed tree contains only one node.

26

!"#$%#& ' APPROXIMATION BY POSITIONAL DLMS

Let D be a domain that contains positional graphs. For any measurable function τ ! F(D) preserving
the unfolding equivalence, any norm " · " on IRm, any probability measure P on D, and any reals ε, µ,λ,

where ε > 0, 0 < λ < 1, 0 < µ < 1, there exist two continuously differentiable functions f and g such

that

xn = f(ln, lco[n],xne[n], lne[n])

on = g(xn, ln), n ! N ,

the global transition function F is a contraction with contracting constant µ, the state dimension is s = 1,
and the corresponding harmolodic function defined by ϕ(G, n) .= on satisfies the condition

P ("τ(G, n) # ϕ(G, n)" $ ε) % 1 # λ

Since feedforward neural networks are universal approximators[28, 38, 45, 74], the functions f and

g of Theorem 4 can be approximated by multilayer neural networks. We will prove that f and g can

be replaced by the approximated versions computed by the neural networks without loosing the property

stated by Theorem 4. This is stated by the following Corollary.

($%$))*%+ , APPROXIMATION BY NON–LINEAR POSITIONAL GNNS

Let us assume that the hypothesis of Theorem 4 holds and that the nodes of the graph in D have a bunded

number of neighbours. Then there exist a set of parameters w and two multilayer neural networks fw

(transition function) and gw (output function), both with one hidden layer of any non–polynomial con-

tinuously derivable activation function, and a linear activation in the output layer, such that the thesis of

Theorem 4 holds.

The hypothesis on the boundness of the neighboors is needed because f , whithout such a constraint,

can have any number of inputs, whereas a feedforward neural network can have only a predefined number

of inputs. It is worth mentioning that the hypothesis could be removed by adopting the form defined by

Eq. (--) in place of the one of Eq. (2). In fact, in this case we can prove that hw can be implemented by a

multilayered neural network 7.

The transition function defined by Eq. (3) is less general than the one in Eq. (2). For this reason, one

may wonder whether the positional DLM based on Eq. (3) has a limited approximation capability than the

DLM of Eq. (2). The following theorem states both the models guarantee the same computational power.

!"#$%#& . APPROXIMATION BY NON–POSITIONAL DLMS

Let D be a domain that contains non–positional graphs. For any measurable function τ ! F(D) that
preserves the unfolding equivalence, any norm " · " on IRm, any probability measure P on D, and any

7A formal proof of this statment, which is not included for space reasons, can be easily obtained by the reasoning of the proof

of Corollary 2

16
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What Cannot Be Calculated?

Warning!
 The symmetry constraints

Only 3 different values ...1 2

3

5 4

0.64

0.15

Impossible!
The function doesn’t preserve unfolding equivalence 
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The dynamic evolution of DLM yields harmolodic functions ...
convergence to the fixed point of the map

learning parameters

Here the parameter w
.= {A, b}, where b = [b1, . . . , b|N|], bn ! IRs and A is a block matrix {Ān,u},

with Ān,u = An,u if u is a neighbor of n and Ān,u = 0, otherwise, being An,u ! IRs!s any single block.

According to the harmolodic assumption, hw must be a contraction, that in this case can be guaranteed

provided that the following property !(A) < 1 holds for the spectral radius of A. A remarkable case of

linearity arises when xn ! IR and A is a stochastic matrix, which yields

Lx = b (5)

where L = I "A is the Laplacian operator andA turns out to be the adjacency matrix of the graph. Since

A is a stochastic matrix, !(A) = 1 and the contraction of the corresponding map does not derive from
Banach’s Theorem. However, it is known that Poisson’s equation 5 admits the unique solution in the full

graph A [13]

x(u) =
!

A
G(u, v) b(v)

where the Green function G(u, v) is

G(u, v) =
|N|"1"

j=1

1
"j

#j(u)#j(v)

and "j , #j are the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian operator L. On passing, we notice
that if 0 < d < 1, matrix A is replaced with dA, and b = 1! then x turns out to be rank of the nodes

according to the PageRank algorithm [61]. If function gw is simply the identity, the solution of the Pois-

son’s equation is a harmolodic function, that in the special case of b = 0 becomes harmonic. Moreover,
we notice that eq. 5 is a stationary solution of the heat diffusion equation

$x(t)
$t

= %Lx(t) + & (6)

where bn = " !n
"n
. The case & = 0 means that there are no labels, which corresponds to the absence of

thermal sources in the heat diffusion equations. In that case the equation gives rise to the definition of

diffusion kernel [22, 52].

The diffusion equation 6 can be naturally extended to the case of a general function hw by introducing

the harmolodic operator

L(hw) x = x "
"

u#ne[n]

hw(ln, l(n,u),xu, lu) (7)

which offers a straightforward way of expressing the auxiliary variable x of any harmolodic function by

means of L(hw) x = 0.

"#!$%&%'$ ( The differential equation

$x(t)
$t

= L(hw) x(t) (8)

along with the output function gw is referred to as a Diffusion Learning Machine (DLM).

7

discrete-time version
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Semi-Supervised Framework

where Fw and Gw are the composition of |N | instances of fw and gw, respectively. In this paper,

fw will be called the local transition function and Fw the global transition function, gw the local

output function and Gw the global output function. The key choice adopted in the proposed

approach consists of designing fw such that Fw is a contraction mapping in the state x. We

will describe later how this goal can be achieved. For the moment, it is sufficient to say that

fw and gw can be implemented by particular models of static neural networks
5. By the adopted

implementation, Fw will satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2, i.e. there exists 0 ! ! < 1 such

that "!Fw

!x (x, lll)" ! ! for anyw, lll, x.

Thus, equations (1) and (2) specify a new theoretical model suitable for node focused applica-

tions. In fact, (1) and (2) define a method to produce an output on for each node, i.e. a parametric

function "w(G, n) = on which operates on graphs.

The corresponding learning problem consists of adapting the parameters w of so that "w

approximates the data in the learning data set L = (G, T ), where G = (N , E) # G and T =

{(ni, ti)|ni # N, ti # IRm, 1 ! i ! q}. In practice, the learning problem can be implemented by

the minimization of a quadratic error function

ew =
q

!

i=1

(ti $ "w(G, ni))
2 . (4)

Finally, system (1) can process both positional and non–positional graphs. For positional

graphs, fw must receive in input also the positions of the neighbours. In practice, this can be

easily achieved provided that information contained in xnb[n], lco[n], lnb[n] is sorted according to

neighbor positions and was patched with special null states in positions corresponding to non–

existing neighbours. For example, xnb[n] = [y1, . . . , yM ]!, where M is the maximal number of

neighbours of a node, yi = xu if u is the i–th neighbour of n (µn(u) = i), and yi = x0, for some

predefined null state x0, if there is no i–th neighbour.

Since non–positional graphs can be easily transformed to positional by assigning to each

5Static in the sense that there are no recurrent connections among the neurons, which may express a time depen-

dency among the neurons.
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quadratic error w.r.t. the target

entropy-based measure for ranking: 
Burges et al - RankNet, ICML05

Learning to Rank using Gradient Descent

that taken together, they need not specify a complete
ranking of the training data), or even consistent. We
consider models f : Rd !" R such that the rank order
of a set of test samples is specified by the real values
that f takes, specifically, f(x1) > f(x2) is taken to
mean that the model asserts that x1 ! x2.

Denote the modeled posterior P (xi !xj) by Pij , i, j =
1, . . . ,m, and let P̄ij be the desired target values for
those posteriors. Define oi # f(xi) and oij # f(xi) $
f(xj). We will use the cross entropy cost function

Cij # C(oij) = $P̄ij log Pij $ (1 $ P̄ij) log (1 $ Pij)
(1)

where the map from outputs to probabilities are mod-
eled using a logistic function (Baum & Wilczek, 1988)

Pij # eoij

1 + eoij
(2)

Cij then becomes

Cij = $P̄ijoij + log(1 + eoij ) (3)

Note that Cij asymptotes to a linear function; for
problems with noisy labels this is likely to be more ro-
bust than a quadratic cost. Also, when P̄ij = 1

2 (when
no information is available as to the relative rank of
the two patterns), Cij becomes symmetric, with its
minimum at the origin. This gives us a principled way
of training on patterns that are desired to have the
same rank; we will explore this below. We plot Cij as
a function of oij in the left hand panel of Figure 1, for
the three values P̄ = {0, 0.5, 1}.

3.1. Combining Probabilities

The above model puts consistency requirements on the
P̄ij , in that we require that there exist ’ideal’ outputs
ōi of the model such that

P̄ij # eōij

1 + eōij
(4)

where ōij # ōi $ ōj . This consistency requirement
arises because if it is not met, then there will exist no
set of outputs of the model that give the desired pair-
wise probabilities. The consistency condition leads to
constraints on possible choices of the P̄ ’s. For exam-
ple, given P̄ij and P̄jk, Eq. (4) gives

P̄ik =
P̄ijP̄jk

1 + 2P̄ijP̄jk $ P̄ij $ P̄jk
(5)

This is plotted in the right hand panel of Figure 1,
for the case P̄ij = P̄jk = P . We draw attention to
some appealing properties of the combined probabil-
ity P̄ik. First, P̄ik = P at the three points P = 0,

P = 0.5 and P = 1, and only at those points. For
example, if we specify that P (A ! B) = 0.5 and that
P (B ! C) = 0.5, then it follows that P (A ! C) = 0.5;
complete uncertainty propagates. Complete certainty
(P = 0 or P = 1) propagates similarly. Finally con-
fidence, or lack of confidence, builds as expected: for
0 < P < 0.5, then P̄ik < P , and for 0.5 < P < 1.0,
then P̄ik > P (for example, if P (A ! B) = 0.6, and
P (B ! C) = 0.6, then P (A ! C) > 0.6). These con-
siderations raise the following question: given the con-
sistency requirements, how much freedom is there to
choose the pairwise probabilities? We have the follow-
ing3

Theorem: Given a sample set xi, i = 1, . . . ,m
and any permutation Q of the consecutive integers
{1, 2, . . . ,m}, suppose that an arbitrary target pos-
terior 0 % P̄kj % 1 is specified for every adjacent pair
k = Q(i), j = Q(i + 1), i = 1, . . . ,m $ 1. Denote the
set of such P̄ ’s, for a given choice of Q, a set of ’adja-
cency posteriors’. Then specifying any set of adjacency
posteriors is necessary and su!cient to uniquely iden-
tify a target posterior 0 % P̄ij % 1 for every pair of
samples xi, xj .

Proof: Su!ciency: suppose we are given a set of ad-
jacency posteriors. Without loss of generality we can
relabel the samples such that the adjacency posteriors
may be written P̄i,i+1, i = 1, . . . ,m $ 1. From Eq.
(4), ō is just the log odds:

ōij = log
P̄ij

1 $ P̄ij
(6)

From its definition as a di"erence, any ōjk, j % k,
can be computed as

!k!1
m=j ōm,m+1. Eq. (4) then

shows that the resulting probabilities indeed lie in
[0, 1]. Uniqueness can be seen as follows: for any i, j,
P̄ij can be computed in multiple ways, in that given
a set of previously computed posteriors P̄im1 , P̄m1m2 ,
· · · , P̄mnj , then P̄ij can be computed by first com-
puting the corresponding ōkl’s, adding them, and then
using (4). However since ōkl = ōk $ ōl, the intermedi-
ate terms cancel, leaving just ōij , and the resulting P̄ij

is unique. Necessity: if a target posterior is specified
for every pair of samples, then by definition for any Q,
the adjacency posteriors are specified, since the adja-
cency posteriors are a subset of the set of all pairwise
posteriors. "

3A similar argument can be found in (Refregier & Val-
let, 1991); however there the intent was to uncover under-
lying class conditional probabilities from pairwise proba-
bilities; here, we have no analog of the class conditional
probabilities.
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From “B&W to color TV”

// MAIN learning procedure

1 MAIN

2 initializew;

3 x=FORWARD(w);

4 !"#"$%

5 !ew
!w =BACKWARD(x, w);

6 w=w ! ! · (!ew
!w )!;

7 x=FORWARD(w);

8 &'%() the stopping criterion is met;

9 returnw;

10 "'*

// Move the system to the stable point

23 FORWARD(w)

24 initialize x(0), t = 0;
25 !"#"$%

26 x(t + 1) = Fw(x(t), l);
27 t=t + 1;
28 &'%() "x(t) ! x(t ! 1)" # "f

29 !"%&!' x(t);
30 "'*

// Compute the gradient

11 BACKWARD(x,w)

12 o = Gw(x, lN );
13 ComputeA = !Fw

!x (x, l); b = !ew
!o · !Gw

!x (x, lN );
14 initialize z(0), t=0;
15 !"#"$%

16 z(t) = z(t + 1) · A + b;

17 t=t ! 1;
18 &'%() "z(t ! 1) ! z(t)" # "b;

19 Compute c = !ew
!o · !Gw

!w (x, lN ); d = z(t) · !Fw
!w (x, l);

20 !ew
!w = c + d;

21 !"%&!' !ew
!w ;

22 "'*

Table 1: The learning algorithm

11

traditional machine learning framework

towards graphical domains
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A variational approach (Zhou & Schoelkopf, 2004)

Figure 1. Classification problem on a graph. Two vertices
are labeled as +1 and !1 respectively. The goal is to clas-
sify the remaining unlabeled vertices.

w : V ! V " R satisfying

w(u, v) > 0, if (u, v) # E, (2.1)

and
w(u, v) = w(v, u). (2.2)

The degree function d : V " R is defined to be

d(v) =
!

u!v

w(u, v), (2.3)

where u $ v denotes all vertices u connected to v by
the edges (u, v).

Let L2(V ) denote the Hilbert space of real-valued func-
tion f : V " R endowed with the usual inner product

%f, g& =
!

v

f(v)g(v), (2.4)

i.e., the functions are thought of as column vectors.

Let e denote the edge between vertices u and v. The
edge derivative of function f along e at the vertex u is
defined to be

∂f

∂e

""""
u

=

#
w(u, v)
d(u)

f(u) '

#
w(u, v)
d(v)

f(v). (2.5)

See Appendix A for the reason of adopting such a def-
inition. Clearly

∂f

∂e

""""
u

= '∂f

∂e

""""
v

. (2.6)

The local variation of f at each vertex v is then defined
to be

$$(vf
$$ =

%&&'!

e"v

(
∂f

∂e

""""
v

)2

, (2.7)

where e ) v denotes the set of the edges incident with
vertex v. The smoothness of f is then naturally mea-
sured by the sum of the local variations at each vertex:

S(f) =
1
2

!

v

$$(vf
$$2

. (2.8)

The learning problems on graphs generally can be
thought of seeking for a function f, which is smooth
and simultaneously close to another given function y.
This view can be formalized as the following optimiza-
tion problem:

arg min
f#L2(V )

*
S(f) +

µ

2
$$f ' y

$$2
+

. (2.9)

The first term in the bracket measures the smooth-
ness of the function f, and the second term measures
its closeness to the given function y. The trade-o!
between these two terms is captured by a nonnega-
tive parameter µ. Later we will show how this general
framework fits into the learning problems introduced
in Section 1.

Before solving this optimization problem, we introduce
the Laplace operator " : L2(V ) " L2(V ) defined by

("f)(v) =
1
2

!

e"v

1*
d

(
∂

∂e

*
d
∂f

∂e

)""""
v

. (2.10)

We can show that " is linear and symmetrical. In fact,

("f)(v) =
1

2
,

d(v)
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e"v
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(*
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)""""
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!

u!v

(
w(u, v),

d(v)
f(v) ' w(u, v),

d(u)
f(u)

)

= f(v) '
!

u!v

w(u, v),
d(u)d(v)

f(u).

The last equality is usually used as the definition of
the graph Laplacian in many literatures, such as [2].

It is not hard to show

fT "f = S(f). (2.11)
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and
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where u $ v denotes all vertices u connected to v by
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Note that this also shows that ! is positive semi-
definite.
Theorem 1. The solution of the optimization problem
(2.9) satisfies !f + µ(f ! y) = 0.

Proof. By Equality (2.11), we have

(!f)(v) =
!S(f)

!f

!!!!
v

.

Di"erentiating the cost function in the bracket of (2.9)
with respect to f completes the proof.

Let us introduce another operator S : L2(V ) " L2(V )
by

(Sf)(v) =
"

u!v

w(u, v)#
d(u)d(v)

f(u). (2.12)

Then ! can be rewritten into

! = I ! S, (2.13)

where I is the identity operator.
Corollary 2. If y #= 0 and µ > 0, the solution of the
optimization problem (2.9) is

f = (1 ! ")(I ! "S)"1y, (2.14)

where " = 1/(1 + µ).

Proof. By Theorem 1 and Equality (2.13), we have

(I ! S)f + µ(f ! y) = 0,

which can be transformed into

f ! 1
1 + µ

Sf ! µ

1 + µ
f = 0.

Note the definition of ". Then

(I ! "S)f = (1 ! ")y,

It is not hard to see that the eigenvalues of S are at
most equal to 1. Hence I ! "S is invertible, and we
have

f = (1 ! ")(I ! "S)"1y.

(2.14) is in fact the algorithm proposed by [7], where it
was applied to semi-supervised learning problems with
vectorial data.

For large-scale datasets, we can consider using the fol-
lowing iteration to compute f :

f(v) $ "(Sf)(v) + (1 ! ")y, %v (2.15)

with the initial value f(v) = y(v). We can intuitively
understand the iteration as the process of information
di"usion on graphs. In each round, every vertex up-
dates its value by linearly combining its neighbor’s cur-
rent values with the initial value of itself. The positive
parameter " & (0, 1) specifies the relative amount. It
is not hard to show that the iteration converges to
(2.14)[7]. The iteration can be expected to converge
quickly when the graph is sparse (for instance, the web
graph).

Corollary 3. If y = 0 or µ = 0, the non-zero solu-
tion of the optimization problem (2.9) is the principle
eigenfunction of S.

Proof. In the case of y = 0, by Theorem 1, we have
!f + µf = 0 . Substituting (2.13) into the equality,
then we obtain Sf = (1 + µ)f, which means that f
is one of the eigenfunctions of S. Note that the eigen-
values of S are at most equal to 1. This requires that
1 + µ ' 1. Since µ ( 0, we have µ = 0. Hence f is the
eigenfunction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
1, i.e. the principle eigenfunction.

3. Lazy Random Walks

The regularization framework can be interpreted as
lazy random walks. Let D denote the diagonal ma-
trix with the (u, u)-entry equal to d(u), and let W de-
note the matrix with the (u, v)-entry equal to w(u, v)
if (u, v) & E and 0 otherwise. A lazy random walk on
graph # is decided by the transition probability ma-
trix P = (1 ! ")I + "D"1W, where " is a parameter
in (0, 1). This means, with the probability ", following
one link incident with the vertex of the current posi-
tion and is chosen with the probability proportional to
the weight of the link, and with the probability 1!",
just staying at the current position.

Assume there are n vertices. There exists a unique
stationary distribution # = [#1, . . . ,#n] for the lazy
random walk, i.e. a unique probability distribution
satisfying the balance equation

# = #P. (3.1)

Let 1 denote the 1) n vector with all entries equal to
1.

1DP = 1D[(1 ! ")I + "D"1W ]
= (1 ! ")1D + "1DD"1W

= (1 ! ")1D + "1W

= (1 ! ")1D + "1D

= 1D.

Note that this also shows that ! is positive semi-
definite.
Theorem 1. The solution of the optimization problem
(2.9) satisfies !f + µ(f ! y) = 0.

Proof. By Equality (2.11), we have

(!f)(v) =
!S(f)

!f

!!!!
v

.

Di"erentiating the cost function in the bracket of (2.9)
with respect to f completes the proof.

Let us introduce another operator S : L2(V ) " L2(V )
by

(Sf)(v) =
"

u!v

w(u, v)#
d(u)d(v)

f(u). (2.12)

Then ! can be rewritten into

! = I ! S, (2.13)

where I is the identity operator.
Corollary 2. If y #= 0 and µ > 0, the solution of the
optimization problem (2.9) is

f = (1 ! ")(I ! "S)"1y, (2.14)

where " = 1/(1 + µ).

Proof. By Theorem 1 and Equality (2.13), we have

(I ! S)f + µ(f ! y) = 0,

which can be transformed into

f ! 1
1 + µ

Sf ! µ

1 + µ
f = 0.

Note the definition of ". Then

(I ! "S)f = (1 ! ")y,

It is not hard to see that the eigenvalues of S are at
most equal to 1. Hence I ! "S is invertible, and we
have

f = (1 ! ")(I ! "S)"1y.

(2.14) is in fact the algorithm proposed by [7], where it
was applied to semi-supervised learning problems with
vectorial data.

For large-scale datasets, we can consider using the fol-
lowing iteration to compute f :

f(v) $ "(Sf)(v) + (1 ! ")y, %v (2.15)

with the initial value f(v) = y(v). We can intuitively
understand the iteration as the process of information
di"usion on graphs. In each round, every vertex up-
dates its value by linearly combining its neighbor’s cur-
rent values with the initial value of itself. The positive
parameter " & (0, 1) specifies the relative amount. It
is not hard to show that the iteration converges to
(2.14)[7]. The iteration can be expected to converge
quickly when the graph is sparse (for instance, the web
graph).

Corollary 3. If y = 0 or µ = 0, the non-zero solu-
tion of the optimization problem (2.9) is the principle
eigenfunction of S.

Proof. In the case of y = 0, by Theorem 1, we have
!f + µf = 0 . Substituting (2.13) into the equality,
then we obtain Sf = (1 + µ)f, which means that f
is one of the eigenfunctions of S. Note that the eigen-
values of S are at most equal to 1. This requires that
1 + µ ' 1. Since µ ( 0, we have µ = 0. Hence f is the
eigenfunction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
1, i.e. the principle eigenfunction.

3. Lazy Random Walks

The regularization framework can be interpreted as
lazy random walks. Let D denote the diagonal ma-
trix with the (u, u)-entry equal to d(u), and let W de-
note the matrix with the (u, v)-entry equal to w(u, v)
if (u, v) & E and 0 otherwise. A lazy random walk on
graph # is decided by the transition probability ma-
trix P = (1 ! ")I + "D"1W, where " is a parameter
in (0, 1). This means, with the probability ", following
one link incident with the vertex of the current posi-
tion and is chosen with the probability proportional to
the weight of the link, and with the probability 1!",
just staying at the current position.

Assume there are n vertices. There exists a unique
stationary distribution # = [#1, . . . ,#n] for the lazy
random walk, i.e. a unique probability distribution
satisfying the balance equation

# = #P. (3.1)

Let 1 denote the 1) n vector with all entries equal to
1.

1DP = 1D[(1 ! ")I + "D"1W ]
= (1 ! ")1D + "1DD"1W

= (1 ! ")1D + "1W

= (1 ! ")1D + "1D

= 1D.

Note that this also shows that ! is positive semi-
definite.
Theorem 1. The solution of the optimization problem
(2.9) satisfies !f + µ(f ! y) = 0.

Proof. By Equality (2.11), we have

(!f)(v) =
∂S(f)

∂f

!!!!
v

.

Di"erentiating the cost function in the bracket of (2.9)
with respect to f completes the proof.

Let us introduce another operator S : L2(V ) " L2(V )
by

(Sf)(v) =
"

u!v

w(u, v)#
d(u)d(v)

f(u). (2.12)

Then ! can be rewritten into

! = I ! S, (2.13)

where I is the identity operator.
Corollary 2. If y #= 0 and µ > 0, the solution of the
optimization problem (2.9) is

f = (1 ! α)(I ! αS)"1y, (2.14)

where α = 1/(1 + µ).

Proof. By Theorem 1 and Equality (2.13), we have

(I ! S)f + µ(f ! y) = 0,

which can be transformed into

f ! 1
1 + µ

Sf ! µ

1 + µ
f = 0.

Note the definition of α. Then

(I ! αS)f = (1 ! α)y,

It is not hard to see that the eigenvalues of S are at
most equal to 1. Hence I ! αS is invertible, and we
have

f = (1 ! α)(I ! αS)"1y.

(2.14) is in fact the algorithm proposed by [7], where it
was applied to semi-supervised learning problems with
vectorial data.

For large-scale datasets, we can consider using the fol-
lowing iteration to compute f :

f(v) $ α(Sf)(v) + (1 ! α)y, %v (2.15)

with the initial value f(v) = y(v). We can intuitively
understand the iteration as the process of information
di"usion on graphs. In each round, every vertex up-
dates its value by linearly combining its neighbor’s cur-
rent values with the initial value of itself. The positive
parameter α & (0, 1) specifies the relative amount. It
is not hard to show that the iteration converges to
(2.14)[7]. The iteration can be expected to converge
quickly when the graph is sparse (for instance, the web
graph).

Corollary 3. If y = 0 or µ = 0, the non-zero solu-
tion of the optimization problem (2.9) is the principle
eigenfunction of S.

Proof. In the case of y = 0, by Theorem 1, we have
!f + µf = 0 . Substituting (2.13) into the equality,
then we obtain Sf = (1 + µ)f, which means that f
is one of the eigenfunctions of S. Note that the eigen-
values of S are at most equal to 1. This requires that
1 + µ ' 1. Since µ ( 0, we have µ = 0. Hence f is the
eigenfunction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
1, i.e. the principle eigenfunction.

3. Lazy Random Walks

The regularization framework can be interpreted as
lazy random walks. Let D denote the diagonal ma-
trix with the (u, u)-entry equal to d(u), and let W de-
note the matrix with the (u, v)-entry equal to w(u, v)
if (u, v) & E and 0 otherwise. A lazy random walk on
graph # is decided by the transition probability ma-
trix P = (1 ! α)I + αD"1W, where α is a parameter
in (0, 1). This means, with the probability α, following
one link incident with the vertex of the current posi-
tion and is chosen with the probability proportional to
the weight of the link, and with the probability 1!α,
just staying at the current position.

Assume there are n vertices. There exists a unique
stationary distribution π = [π1, . . . ,πn] for the lazy
random walk, i.e. a unique probability distribution
satisfying the balance equation

π = πP. (3.1)

Let 1 denote the 1) n vector with all entries equal to
1.

1DP = 1D[(1 ! α)I + αD"1W ]
= (1 ! α)1D + α1DD"1W

= (1 ! α)1D + α1W

= (1 ! α)1D + α1D

= 1D.

Note that this also shows that ! is positive semi-
definite.
Theorem 1. The solution of the optimization problem
(2.9) satisfies !f + µ(f ! y) = 0.

Proof. By Equality (2.11), we have

(!f)(v) =
!S(f)

!f

!!!!
v

.

Di"erentiating the cost function in the bracket of (2.9)
with respect to f completes the proof.

Let us introduce another operator S : L2(V ) " L2(V )
by

(Sf)(v) =
"

u!v

w(u, v)#
d(u)d(v)

f(u). (2.12)

Then ! can be rewritten into

! = I ! S, (2.13)

where I is the identity operator.
Corollary 2. If y #= 0 and µ > 0, the solution of the
optimization problem (2.9) is

f = (1 ! ")(I ! "S)"1y, (2.14)

where " = 1/(1 + µ).

Proof. By Theorem 1 and Equality (2.13), we have

(I ! S)f + µ(f ! y) = 0,

which can be transformed into

f ! 1
1 + µ

Sf ! µ

1 + µ
f = 0.

Note the definition of ". Then

(I ! "S)f = (1 ! ")y,

It is not hard to see that the eigenvalues of S are at
most equal to 1. Hence I ! "S is invertible, and we
have

f = (1 ! ")(I ! "S)"1y.

(2.14) is in fact the algorithm proposed by [7], where it
was applied to semi-supervised learning problems with
vectorial data.

For large-scale datasets, we can consider using the fol-
lowing iteration to compute f :

f(v) $ "(Sf)(v) + (1 ! ")y, %v (2.15)

with the initial value f(v) = y(v). We can intuitively
understand the iteration as the process of information
di"usion on graphs. In each round, every vertex up-
dates its value by linearly combining its neighbor’s cur-
rent values with the initial value of itself. The positive
parameter " & (0, 1) specifies the relative amount. It
is not hard to show that the iteration converges to
(2.14)[7]. The iteration can be expected to converge
quickly when the graph is sparse (for instance, the web
graph).

Corollary 3. If y = 0 or µ = 0, the non-zero solu-
tion of the optimization problem (2.9) is the principle
eigenfunction of S.

Proof. In the case of y = 0, by Theorem 1, we have
!f + µf = 0 . Substituting (2.13) into the equality,
then we obtain Sf = (1 + µ)f, which means that f
is one of the eigenfunctions of S. Note that the eigen-
values of S are at most equal to 1. This requires that
1 + µ ' 1. Since µ ( 0, we have µ = 0. Hence f is the
eigenfunction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
1, i.e. the principle eigenfunction.

3. Lazy Random Walks

The regularization framework can be interpreted as
lazy random walks. Let D denote the diagonal ma-
trix with the (u, u)-entry equal to d(u), and let W de-
note the matrix with the (u, v)-entry equal to w(u, v)
if (u, v) & E and 0 otherwise. A lazy random walk on
graph # is decided by the transition probability ma-
trix P = (1 ! ")I + "D"1W, where " is a parameter
in (0, 1). This means, with the probability ", following
one link incident with the vertex of the current posi-
tion and is chosen with the probability proportional to
the weight of the link, and with the probability 1!",
just staying at the current position.

Assume there are n vertices. There exists a unique
stationary distribution # = [#1, . . . ,#n] for the lazy
random walk, i.e. a unique probability distribution
satisfying the balance equation

# = #P. (3.1)

Let 1 denote the 1) n vector with all entries equal to
1.

1DP = 1D[(1 ! ")I + "D"1W ]
= (1 ! ")1D + "1DD"1W

= (1 ! ")1D + "1W

= (1 ! ")1D + "1D

= 1D.

An elegant solution

adjacency matrix

targets as the source of diffusion

A PageRank-like solution!
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Graph-based semi-supervised learning by edge weight re-estimation 19

The reason why we introduced the weight re-estimation is we can combine it

to any semi-supervised learning algorithm (for example the one we reported)

in a two step iterative method in order to improve classification accuracy.

We propose an iterative algorithm to improve graph-based semi-supervised

learning by alternating a classification step carried out with the current

edge weights and an edge weight re-estimation step. In particular we have:

!
""#

""$

!e = arg min!!H(V )

%
S2(!, we) + µ"!#y"2

2

&

we+1 = argminw!H(E)

%
S2(!e, w) + µ"w#w̄"2

2

& (8)

where !e and we are respectively the value of ! and the value of weight

function w at algorithm epoch e. !0 should be randomly initialized, while

w0 = w̄. The algorithm can be iterate until it converges or we obtain a

reasonable quality of classification. It is important to remember we are

interested in ! and not in w after all, so it is useless to compute a second

step to re-weight w without computing also a new !. Note that even if the

iterative algorithm 8 requires more time than a single transductive inference

step (equation 4), it would be useless to spend this extra time in further

iterations of the transductive inference 4 after equation has already reached

its equilibrium point. Moreover the algorithm can be generalized, in fact,

since the second stage is completely independent from the algorithm we used

to estimate ! in the first stage, we can use the edge re-weighting algorithm

combined to the graph-based semi-supervised algorithm we prefer. So we

can rewrite the general formulation of the algorithm as:

One step further ...
at airgroup.unisi.it

initial heuristic value

weight refinement
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Impact on 

information retrieval
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What is diffusion learning for?

• pattern classification: Hancock, Bekin, ...

• link prediction: Zhou&Schoelkopf, SRL04

• network evolution: Barabasi (Linked) et al ...

• community detection (M.B. Hasting, Physical Review 06) ...

• ...
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Ranking 

• Tsoi et al ACM-TOIT 2007

• Diligenti et al IJCAI05

• Scarselli et al WIC05

• Chakabarti et al KDD06
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airgroup.dii.unisi.it

• Learning to rank papers (ACM portal)

• HITS (Kleimberg, 1998)

• PageRank-like functions links only

links and content!
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Learning PR-like Functions
Learn the PageRank (PR)

Each node has a label with 2 Booleans

5,000 nodes
50 + 50 (Training & Validation Sets), 5 hidden units (linear model)
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Figure 8: The desired function ! (the continuos lines) and the output of the GNN (the dotted lines)

on the pages that belong to only one topic (plot !) and on the other pages (plot "). Horizontal

axes stand for pages, vertical axes for scores. Pages have been sorted according to the desired

value !(G, n).
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on validation set.
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training/validation
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to the test set.

Three simple experiments were devised in order to eval-

uate the properties of GNNs. The main goal of the exper-

imentation was to verify whether the proposed model can

learn a simple ranking function on a small set of training ex-

amples and whether it can generalize such a function to the

whole WT10G dataset.

For sake of simplicity, all the feedforward neural net-

works involved in the GNN model, i.e. the !w, "w and #w

of Section 3, were three layer (one hidden layer) feedfor-

ward neural networks with 5 hidden neurons. Experiments
were carried out using the Matlab development environ-

ment on a 2GHz, Intel based PC. The GNN was trained for

2500 epochs which required less then 2 minutes of com-
putation time when the training graph Ḡ contained 4000
nodes. We also observed that training times increased lin-

early with the size of the training set. The test on the whole

WT10G (1, 692, 096 pages) required around 4 minutes.

4.1. Increasing the focus on a selected topic

This first experiment simulates the case where the rank

is specialized for a user (or a specialized search engine) in-

terested in a selected topic. This is demonstrated by train-

ing a GNN such that pages addressing the selected topic

“Sport” receive twice Google’s PageRank while all other

pages are to remain at Google’s PageRank. Formally, we

have ti = 2pri, if page ni discussed the topic “Sport” and

ti = pri, otherwise.

The experiment used just 20 random supervised pages

equally subdivided in pages which address this topic and

pages outside the topic of interest. In addition, 3980 ran-
dom pages were used to form the training set graph Ḡ 2.

For evaluating the performance of the model, we consid-

ered the pages with an error percentage smaller than 5%
on the testing data 3. The experiment was repeated several

times and consistently exceeded 99% accuracy. The result

shown in figure 4 presents the absolute page position when

sorted by page rank value in descending order. More pre-

cisely, pages are sorted both according to PageRank and the

rank computed by our model. Each page ni is assigned a

pair (ai, bi), where ai is the position of the page in the sort-

ing established by PageRank and bi is the position accord-

ing to GNN. Finally, the page is represented by a symbol at

the coordinate (ai, bi). Thus, a page above (below) the diag-
onal is ranked higher (lower) by GNN than by PageRank. It

can be observed that pages addressing “Sport” consistently

2 Those pages belonged to the training set but were not supervised.

3 We consider a node is on target when the computed rank differs from
the target rank by ±5%. For example, a computed rank of 10 is con-
sidered on target if the target rank is larger than 9.6 and smaller than
10.4.
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Figure 4. The results achieved when doubling
the page rank of pages on “Sport”.

rank higher. This is the expected consequence when dou-

bling the page rank value of selected pages.

4.2. An Exclusive OR-like problem

The second experiment considered two topics: “Sports”

and “Surgery”. The rank function to be learned is (ti =
2pri) for pages classified as either “Sports” or “Surgery”,

and (ti = pri) for pages which addressed both topics, and

for pages which did not address either topic. This experi-

ment simulates the situation when a user is interested in a

set of topics, but does not like general documents that de-

scribe many topics.

Experiments were conducted using a training set con-

sisting of 10 pages which are about “Sports”, 10 pages on
“Surgery”, 10 about “Sport” and “Surgery”, and 10 pages
which addressed neither “Sport” nor “Surgery”. Other 20
supervised pages were randomly selected from the children

and parents of the above pages 4. The network performed

often at 98% accuracy, and produced a result as illustrated

in Figure 5. It can be seen that the pages addressing either

of the topics increased significanly in their ranking, while

pages addressing both topics remain close to the original

(Google’s) page rank.

When conducting the experiments we observed a poor

performance in a few cases. This may be attributed to a

local minimum issue. In general, neural network learning

rules are based on gradient descend methods which can get

caught in a local minimum on the error surface. In prac-

tice, one way in which this can be overcome is by retrain-

4 The parent pages and children pages may not necessarily be of the se-
lected topics, but they are useful since they ensure that the training set
contains connected pages.

WT10G

more focus on a selective topic

double on sport
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Figure 5. The results achieved on the XOR
problem.

ing the neural network with different initial conditions, and

then to chose the best performing one.

4.3. Rank constraints

We have used explicit targets so far, i.e. for each page ni

a desired rank ti was given. Even if these experiments were
useful to study the properties of the proposed model, a user

may not be able to define an exact target for a given page.

On the other hand, a more convenient approach consists of

allowing the users to give examples as constraints between

the ranks of pages. For instance, a set of examples can be

collected by asking the user to sort a set of pages according

to the user’s own preferences.

In this experiments, we assume that the examples are

constraints on1
>ou1

, . . . , onc
>ouc

, where on is the GNN

output for node n, and oni
>oui

states that the rank of page

ni must be higher than the rank of page ui.

Note that in general there may be an infinite number of

ranking functions that satisfy a set of constraints, so we

add the further rule: the produced rank should be close to

Google’s PageRank. The idea supporting this approach is

that we should satisfy user’s constraints, but we should also

avoid producing a rank that is completely different from

PageRank. In practice, the following error function will im-

plement this goal:

Jw =
!

n!"S

(on ! prn)2 + !

c!

i=1

L(oni
! oui

) ,

where S = {n1, . . . , nc, u1, . . . , uc} is the set of con-
strained pages, L is a penalty function such that L(y) = y2

if y < 0 and L(y) = 0, otherwise, and ! is a parameter
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Figure 6. The results achieved on the rank
constraint problem.

balancing the importance of the constraints w.r.t. the impor-

tance of keeping the pages close to PageRank.

The experiment used 10 constraints which involved 10
pages on “Surgery” and 10 pages on “Sport”. Each con-
straint was in the form of oni

" oui
, where ni was a page

on “Sport” and ui a page about “Surgery”. Thus, the con-

straints forced the GNN to produce higher ranks for pages

about “Sport” than pages about “Surgery”. The pages of the

constraints were randomly selected. A further 3980 random
selected pages completed the training graph Ḡ.

Figure 6 shows that most of the pages about “Sport”

are above the diagonal, whereas most of the pages about

“Surgery” are below the diagonal. Moreover, pages which

do not address either “Sport” or “Surgery” are mainly found

close to the diagonal. Thus, the experiments achieved the

expected result. The experimentation also proves that the

proposed model is able to generalize the lesson learned on

a small set of examples to a large dataset. In fact, even if the

training set contained only 20 constraints and dealt with few
pages, the GNN has learned that documents about “Sport”

are more important than documents about “Surgery”. Fig-

ure 6 clearly demonstrates that the GNN had applied this

learned rule also to pages which do not belong to the train-

ing set.

It is also interesting to note that there are many pages

with positions close to the horizontal axis for the topic

“Surgery”. This is perfectly normal as most of these pages

have a very small number of incoming links. Thus, their

ranks are mainly determined by the constant bn of Eq. (7).

Moreover, since bn depends only on the page content, the

ranks of all these pages are about the same. In practice,

the GNN assigned to these pages the smallest ranks of the

whole dataset so that they occupy the lowest positions of

the rank produced by GNN.

The “XOR” 

WT10G
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Conclusions
• Beyond link analysis: A general framework to build functions 

on the Web (content and hyperlinks) 

• Links with relational learning,  Dagstuhl seminar (15-20 April) 
on “Probabilistic, Logical, and Relational Learning”

• An interesting perspective: Facing the link trust problem (Web 
spam, ... harder time for spammers)

• A lot of work for choosing the “right trade-off” ... see e.g. 
complexity issues in Domingo et al (QD-PageRank)
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Thanks for your attention!


